
Introduction

"The Side of Paradise" by F. Scott Fitzgerald is a classic piece of American literature,

making it an important ESL lesson topic. This novel offers an insight into the world

of the wealthy elite in early 20th century America, and delves into themes such as

love, ambition, and social status. The ESL lesson plan based on "The Side of

Paradise" provides students with a rich literary context to expand their vocabulary,

comprehension skills, and cultural knowledge. Through exploring this text, students

can gain a deeper understanding of American history and society while improving

their language abilities.

Vocabulary Building

Vocab

Vocab Definition

Ambition
A strong desire to achieve something, typically requiring determination and

hard work.

Wealthy Elite
The wealthy and powerful individuals in a society, often associated with

high social status.

'20s Jazz Age
Refers to the period of time in the 1920s known for its cultural dynamism,

flashy lifestyles, and jazz music.

Social Status One's position or rank within a social hierarchy or community.

Love &

Romance

Emotional attachment involving intimacy, passion, and commitment

between individuals.

Contextual Usage



1. Ambition: In This Side of Paradise, the protagonist Amory Blaine is driven by

ambition to achieve success in his career.

2. Wealthy Elite: The novel portrays the extravagant lives of the wealthy elite

living on Long Island during the '20s Jazz Age.

3. '20s Jazz Age: The characters engage in lively parties and embrace the carefree

spirit of the '20s Jazz Age New York City.

4. Social Status: The book explores how social status influences relationships

and opportunities among different characters.

5. Love & Romance: Amory's romantic pursuits reflect the complexities of love

and romance amidst societal expectations during that era.

ESL Warm-up Activity

To set the stage for the This Side of Paradise ESL lesson, start with a lively warm-up

activity. Divide the class into small groups and have them act out scenes depicting

elements of 1920s lifestyle such as extravagant parties, jazz music performances,

and interactions among the wealthy elite. Encourage students to use language from

that era as well as vocabulary related to ambition, social status, love, and wealth.

This engaging activity will not only capture students' attention but also immerse

them in the cultural context of The Side of Paradise, setting an exciting tone for the

lesson.

Main ESL Lesson Activities

Vocabulary Activity: 1920s Slang Bingo

To familiarize students with the language of the 1920s, create bingo cards with

popular slang words from that era. In pairs, students take turns defining the words

on their cards using context clues from The Side of Paradise. This activity

encourages group discussions and enhances vocabulary retention.



Listening Activity: Jazz Age Music Appreciation

Introduce jazz music from the 1920s to the class and have students listen to an

iconic jazz piece. Then, in pairs, they discuss how the music reflects elements of the

novel such as extravagance, freedom, or rebellion. This activity fosters both

listening skills and critical thinking.

Roleplay Activity: High Society Conversations

Assign each student a character from The Side of Paradise and have them engage

in a roleplay conversation. Encourage them to embody their character's personality

while discussing themes from the novel such as love, ambition or social status. This

hands-on exercise promotes speaking proficiency through immersive roleplay

scenarios.

Reading & Writing Activity: Character

Correspondence

Ask students to imagine themselves as one of the characters in The Side of

Paradise and write a letter expressing their thoughts and experiences related to

societal norms or personal ambitions discussed in the book. Afterward, encourage

peer feedback and group discussions based on these written correspondences for

enhanced comprehension.

ESL Homework Assignment

Encourage students to further engage with the This Side of Paradise lesson by

assigning the following tasks:

1. Research Project: Ask students to research and present on a prominent figure or

an influential event from the 1920s Jazz Age, emphasizing its relevance to the

themes explored in the novel.

2. Journaling Exercise: Request students to maintain a journal reflecting on how



societal norms and aspirations have evolved since the time depicted in The Side of

Paradise, incorporating vocabulary and concepts covered in class.

3. Comparative Analysis: Assign a comparative analysis task where students

contrast characters' ambitions and social statuses from The Side of Paradise with

those from contemporary literature or media, promoting critical thinking and

cultural awareness.

These homework assignments serve as extensions of classroom learning,

reinforcing comprehension and critical thinking skills while encouraging

independent exploration.

Conclusion

Upon concluding the This Side of Paradise ESL Lesson Plan, students have delved

into the world of 1920s America, exploring themes of ambition, love, social status,

and cultural dynamism. Throughout the lesson, they have expanded their

vocabulary and comprehension skills while gaining a deeper understanding of

American history and society.

It is essential for students to reflect on how this exploration can contribute to their

language development. By immersing themselves in the language elements and

cultural context present in The Side of Paradise, they have honed their language

skills holistically. Moreover, analyzing characters' motivations and societal norms

has provided them with valuable insights into human behavior and interpersonal

dynamics – aspects that are fundamental in language acquisition.

Encouraging students to apply these linguistic experiences will aid in developing

nuanced communication skills and a deeper appreciation for historical contexts

within literature – attributes that are integral to comprehensive ESL learning.

Why this topic is great for ESL

learning

Cultural Immersion



The This Side of Paradise ESL lesson plan is a great topic for ESL learning as it

provides students with a cultural immersion into the vibrant and dynamic 1920s

America. The novel offers insights into societal norms, historical contexts, and

diverse characters, allowing students to broaden their understanding of American

culture and history while honing their language skills.

Rich Vocabulary & Language Elements

By venturing into F. Scott Fitzgerald's language-rich narrative, students are exposed

to a wealth of vocabulary and language elements relevant to the era, enhancing

their linguistic proficiency in an engaging context. The book's diverse vocabulary

and expressions offer ample opportunities for learners to expand their word banks

within a meaningful framework.

Critical Thinking & Discussion

The themes explored in The Side of Paradise stimulate critical thinking and provoke

insightful discussions among ESL students. Topics such as ambition, love, social

status, and cultural values provide fertile ground for thought-provoking

conversations that promote articulate expression and an improved grasp of

nuanced concepts - essential components of effective ESL learning strategies.


